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	A detailed look at how Warren Buffett really invests


	In this engaging new book, author Prem Jain extracts Warren Buffett's wisdom from his writings, Berkshire Hathaway financial statements, and his letters to shareholders and partners in his partnership firms-thousands of pages written over the last fifty years. Jain uncovers the key elements of Buffett's approach that every investor should be aware of.


	With Buffett Beyond Value, you'll learn that, contrary to popular belief, Warren Buffett is not a pure value investor, but a unique thinker who combines the principles of both value and growth investing strategies. You'll also discover why understanding CEOs is more important than studying financial metrics; and why you need an appropriate psychological temperament to be a successful investor.

	
		Reveals Buffett's multifaceted investment principles
	
		Discusses how Buffett thinks differently from others about portfolio diversification, market efficiency, and corporate governance
	
		Highlights how you can build a diverse and profitable investment portfolio



	With this book as your guide, you'll learn how to successfully invest like Warren Buffett.
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A Guide to the Project Management Body of KnowledgeProject Management Institute, 2009

	The PMBOK9(r) Guide – Fourth Edition continues the tradition of excellence in project management with a standard that is even easier to understand and implement, with improved consistency and greater clarification.

	
		Standard language has been incorporated throughout the document to aid reader...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Guide: Essentials (Exam 220-601)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The logo of the CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum (CAQC) program and the status of this or other training material as “Authorized” under the CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum program signifies that, in CompTIA’s opinion, such training material covers the content of CompTIA’s related certification exam.

The...
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Learn Rails 5.2: Accelerated Web Development with Ruby on RailsApress, 2018

	
		
			
				Learn to build Rails-based web applications using all the latest features offered in Rails 5.2. Author Stefan Wintermeyer begins by teaching the basics of Ruby 2.5 before proceeding through all aspects of Rails, utilizing clean, succinct examples – rather than a single large...
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IPv6 SecurityCisco Press, 2009

	Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is the next version of the protocol that is used for communications on
	the Internet. IPv6 is a protocol that has been in existence for many years, but it has not yet replaced
	IPv4. IPv4 has some limitations that were not anticipated when it was first created. Because IPv6 overcomes
	many of these...
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Vaadin 7 UI Design By Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Vaadin is a mature, open-source, and powerful Java framework used to build modern web applications in plain Java. Vaadin brings back the fun of programming UI interfaces to the web universe. No HTML, no CSS, no JavaScript, no XML. Vaadin lets you implement web user interfaces using an object oriented model, similar to desktop technologies...
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Advances in Mathematical Economics Volume 17Springer, 2013

	A lot of economic problems can be formulated as constrained optimizations and equilibration of their solutions. Various mathematical theories have been supplying economists with indispensable machineries for these problems arising in economic theory. Conversely, mathematicians have been stimulated by various mathematical difficulties raised...
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